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En1ergency Bill Settles Tug-of-War
In Congressional Budget Struggle
WASHINGTON Tens of
thousands of federal bureaucrats
were out of work for several hours
Monday in a shutdown of "nonessential" services dictated by the
congressional budget fight, but all
were expected to report for work as
usual Tuesday.
While it was first announced that
the workers had been "furloughed
without pay," it was unclear at
day's end whether they would be
paid for the hours they missed or
not.
The workers were caught in a tug
of war between President Reagan
and Congress over stopgap funding
legislation to keep the government
operating. The government was
technically broke from midnight
Friday when old appropriations
expired until Reagan signed an
emergency fundig bill late Monday.
Reagan called his Cabinet to an

emergency session early Monday
shortly after vetoing an initial
funding bill approved by Congress
and annc:mnced the cutback of
"non-essential services." Most of
the furloughed workers - officials
declined to estimate their number
- worked a good portion of the
day before being sent home.
The cutback hit a long list of
agencies - with certain exemptions
such as defense, the State
Department and air traffic controllers. At the White House, 60
percent of the staff was temporarily
axed.
But Washington was nottheonly
city affected. And besides idled
government employees, the lack of
funds resulted in the closing of
federal parks and museums,
government facilities and landmarks.
Edwin Da~e, spokesman for the

Office of Management and Budget,
said late Monday all federal
workers were expected to be back
on the job Tuesday morning.
Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif.,
the only senator to vote against the
funding bill that was finally approved, said the whole exercise of
shutting down the government for a
few hours cost $1 billion. Donald
J ,. Devine, director of the Office of
Personnel Management, said that
figure was probably too high.
Some White House staffs were
cut 100 percent, including the tour
office, most of the first lady's
office,
the
president's
correspondence section, the legal
office, the transportation office,
and personnel and administrative
offices.
Reagan also ordered the
elimination of all non-~ssential
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continued on page 7

Election's Ballot Box Still Missing
After Two Weeks of Investigation
Netl)s Analysis
Judy Nakamura
Helen Gaussoin
Kelly Gibbs

An ASUNM ballot box containing all the materials from this
Nov. 4 senate election still has not
been found after two weeks of
investigation, a campus police
officer said.
Detective Robert R. Lovato said

the case was "under investigation"
but that .he hasn't "been able to
follow anything."
The box was discovered missing
on Nov. 10 immediately after the
New Mexico Daily Lobo was
granted access to photocopy the
voter signature lists.
The Daily Lobo started an investigation election night when
staff members noticed an unusually
large voter turnout at South Plaza
voting poll, just south of the
Student Union BUilding. Because
this area in the past has had a low

voter turnout, the Daily Lobo was
curious about why it was the second
highest in vote totals.
Without the South Plaza vote
totals, two members of the tocandidate Students for Students
slate, which captured all open
senate seats, would not have won.
Danny Morse and either Camille
Ro.mero or Shirley Lopez who tied
at South Plaza and overall, would
have lost:
In their place would have beell
former Sens. Traci Wolf and
continued on page 5

~--------------------CHRONOLOGYOFEVENTS--~--~----------~--

Nov. 4, Wednesday
1. Election is held.
2. Votes counted, unofficial
totals released; election
materials are combined in one
box by Elections Commission.
3. Daily Lobo begins tentative
investigation be-.:ause of high
turnout at South Plaza.
Nov. S, l'hursday
1. Elections Commission
meeting held to decide date and
time of certification.
2. Doily Lobo requests access
to signature rolls.
3. Elections Commission first
decides to certify on the 6th, but
changes the date to the 10th so
Commissioner Penny Wronski
can obtain candidate expenditure receipts.
4. After commission meeting,
Lobt1 granted in a separate
meeting access to signature rolls
for following day, then denied
access until after certification.
Nov. 6, Friday
I. Commission meeting held
at 4:30 a11d election certified
shortly after 5; five of 10
candidates sworn in.
2. Daily Lobo requests to see
and obtain copies of signature
lists immediately afterward.
Request at first denied becaus~
Students
for
Students
spokesmen fear voters' privacy
will be violatedj fear Daily Lobo
will caU voters asking ifand how
they voted.

3. Compromise reached
between ASUNM Supreme
Court Justice, SFS spokesmen,
Elections Commission and Daily
Lobo. Decision: Daily Lobo
would be allowed to see election
material, but would not be
allowed to photocopy it.
· 4. Daily Lobo is told the
election materials are locked in
Assistant Dean of Students Gary
Golden's office closet and that
there is no access to his office at
that time.
5. Dally Lobo grahted soonest
available date- Monday, Nov.
9 - to see the election material
with the stipulatiml that the
Daily Lobo take no notes.
Nov. 9, Monday
I. 12:30 - Daily Lobo is
allowed to see election materials.
The ballot box containing the
material is in the ASUNM office
when Daily Lobo representatives
arrive.
Upon inspection of the
signature lists, the Daily Lobo
discovers:
- signatures of Daily Lobo
personnel who voted at the SUB
and Johnson Gym voting
stations are found with the
South Plaza voting station
signature lists;
-'- tabulation of South Plaza
shows the number of ballots
matching the number of
signatures.

- SUB voting stations combined have fewer signatures than
ballots;
- evidence indicates possibility
of students voting more than
once;
- similar handwriting of about
40 consecutive signatures is
found on the signature lists.
2. Daily Lobo requests
photocopies for further inspection of election materials.
3. Request denied; Elections
Commission Chairman Elven
Romero asks for written
verification on the legality of
photocopying material.
4. 1:45 - Elections material
placed back and locked into the
metal box after the Doily Lobo
inspection. When Daily· Lobo
representatives leave the box is
in the ASUNM office:
specifically,
the
Senate
Workshop room.
Nov. lO,.Tuesdlly
I. 5 p.m.
Elections
commission meeting is held in
Senate Workshop room. The
commission agrees to allow the
Daily Lobo to photocopy
signature lists if student Social
Security numbers are excluded.
Ballot bo:x, which had been left
in the same room Where the
meeting was held, is discovered
missing. Surrounding offices
a11d closets are searched,
nothing is found. Report is filed
with Campus Police.
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Steve Maynard, a three year veteren of UNM's ski team carves a
tum a Red River Ski Area Saturday. The ski area's beginning end
easy intermediate slopes are now open ,

Hu~nanities Faltering

In Enroll1nent Figures
academic year. Figures provided by
Garcia show that during 1980-81,
This is the sixth of a seven part UNM produced 508,267 credit
series on enrollment at the hours while the 20-department
University of New Mexico. Much college produced 282,239.
of the information in these articles
Credit hours produced by the
is from the appendixes of UNM's college this semester have also
five Year Level Facilities Master increased about .1.9 percent from
Plan, compiled by the Department last fall, Garcia says, to 138,824
of Institutional Research and used from 136,283.
as the official UNM statistics.
Appendix three of the Five Year
Plan shows that between Pall 1975
The Arts and Sciences, Fine Arts and Fall 1980, the credit hours
and Education colleges have produced by the college in one
decreased the most in overall semester have decreased 8.8 perenrollment, student credit hour cent, to 136,734 from 149,943.
The humanities and the "softer
production
and
full-time
enrollment.
social sciences" are the depart•
The appendixes in the Five Year ments within the college that have
Plan show that enrollment in the lost the .most in enrollment and
College of Arts and Sciences student credit hours, Garcia says,
decreased 17.9 percent between Ftill 11 while the sciences are gaini~g.''
1971 and Fall 1980, to 2110 from
The Five Year Plan shows that
2570. But credit hours decreased departments that have lost the most
only 8.8 percent between 1975 and in credit hours between 1975 and
1980, to 136,731 from 149,943.
1980 were anthropology (to 4519
Between Falll975 and Fall1980; from 7815, a 42.2 percent
the college's full-time enrollment decrease), philosophy (to 2827 from
decreased 8. 7 percent, to 9202 from 4827, a 41.4 percent decrease),
10,084.
linguistics (to 586 from 985, a 40.5
F. Chris 'Garcia, dean of the percent decrease), American studies
College of Arts and Sciences, says (to 1057 from 1548, a 31.7 percent
that despite the college's recent decrease) and modern and classical
decreases in enrollment, student languages (to 8879 from 12,669, a
credit hours and full-time 29.9 percent decrease).
enrollment, there has been. art 18.7
The English department, the
percent increase in majors in the college's second largest departcollege in the last year; to 2492 ment,. has held steady in that same
from2099.
period, increasing its credit hour
Garcia says the college still productioll l. 5 percent, to 161449
produces 55.5 percent of the credit frpm 16,204.
bouts produced by UNM over an
continued on page 3
Manuel Franco
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Maxwell Exhibit Recreates Village

/

'

wanted to do an exhibition that collection like it nor all at the same
dealt with the study of religious time.
The University of New Mexico's ritual in a way that would support
Mari Lyn and Vernon Salvador,
Maxwell Museum of Anthropology teaching in the anthropology
has recreated a life-size sample of Mpartment and would be relevant both professional photographers,
Tarascan Indian village of San Juan to the general public in New made two trips to San Juan Nuevo
to observe fiestas and to do
Nuevo, a Mexican town and five of Mellico.
Salvador and the Maxwell documentary photography for the
its religious celebrations in a new
Museum staff howe recreated exhibit. They were accompanied by
exhibit th&t opened this month.
architecturally,
culturally and staff members from the Maxwell
"Fiestas of San Juan Nuevo: artistically
a
life-size exhibition department and by guest
Ceremonial Art from Michoacan" reproduction of San Juan Nuevo.
curator Bishop.
was produced with funding from
"We watched the preparation of
five
of
the
Ceremonial
art
from
the National Endowment for the
ceremonial
art and worked with the
Humanities (NEH). The exhibit will 15 yearly religious celebrations
San
Juan, " she said.
people
in
observed
in
the
community
are
continue through Sept. 19, 1982
"Artists were commissioned to
installed
in
reconstructions
of
the
Dr.. Mari Lyn Salvador, project
make the artifacts especially for the
director at Maxwell and a UNM homes and chapels they would exhibit.
The artists were part of the
anthropology professor, said, "We normally be seen at a San Juan
planning process from the
Nuevo fiesta.
The people of San Juan Nuevo beginning."
To help make the exhibit relevant
invest great amounts of time, effort
and
money
in
religious and available to the public,
celebrations. Extravagant displays Maxwell recieved planning and
continued from page 1
of flowers, fireworks, candles and implementation grants totalling
The departments that gained the fruit and paper decorations are $111,168 from the Endowment.
most in terms of credit hours. made for celebrations to honor
Additional support has been
between 1975 and 1980 were: mat)! . their Catholidalnts:· ..
provided by the UNM Latin
(to 21,389 from 16,528, a 29.4 · · "The 'cerenionlai art' collection American Institute, the New
percent increase), sociology (to for the exhibit was made by Dr. Mexico Partners of the Americas,
7405 from 5799, a 27,7 percent Joyce Bishop with funds provided the Maxwell Museum Association,
the
Maxwell Museum the Albuquerque Public Schools
increase), economics (to 8722 from by
7013, a 24.4 percent increase), Association," Salvador said,
and the Archdiocese of Santa Fe.
Salvador said the ceremonial art
geology (to 5332 from 4785, a 11.4
The museum is open Monday
percent increase) and physics (to collection is important because it is through Friday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
6881 from 6183, a 11.3 percent a complete, documented collection Saturdays 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
increase).
of all the ceremonial art made i.n Sund!!YS 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. The
Oarcia says that the "practical" San Juan Nuevo. Oenerally, a museum will be closed Nov. 26 and
Life-size recreation of San Juan Nuevo
departments have grown so much museum would not .receive an entire 27.
because "there is so much emphasis
on learning immediately applicable
skills. Students are more concerned
with their first job."
"It's just a case of lc,oking at the
short run instead of the long run.
Today's students want security
immediately," Oarcia says. "The
times are hard economically, so
economic concerns rise to the top."
AIWA
ADM 3100 Cassette Deck
Garcia attributes the student
credit hour increase in the math
·.~.
··:. •'·,:~
department to "students seeing
~
how math is the key to so many
other things."
Dolby noise reduction, Metal tape capability
. B\lt O.arcia says that the
and loads of features found only in the finest
decreases in each department have
slowed down in the last two or three
cassette decks. 0
List $240°
years while the increases in each
Now
department have speeded up.
The Five Year Plan shows that
The perfect Christmas DUAL Model 528
between 1978 and 1980, the
gift!
college's enrollment decreased 12.4
Turntable
'
TheAIWA with UlM SSEpercent, to 2110 from 2409, and
cartridge.
CS-J lSY
student credit hours produced in
Completely set up
Portable FM
and e~djustt?d __
StereoJ
one semester increased 2.8 percent,
by Hudson's Audio
C.ass~tte
el'lperts.
to 136,731 from 133,030.
~::~:~;~~d;o Sale
Receiving a liberal arts education
em mcred1bly
small.21nd
helps students "lead a fuller and
5 List
St_:?5iylu!SC.Ic<Met
ll,.t$7.95
lightweight
1 z::. oz t),G
li,.t sz sou. Sale fl,69
$289..
11nit,
richer life, regardless of the job,"
Oarcia says. "But it's hard to
Hundreds of unadvertised Christmas
counsel students on this."
specia(s on stereo components end
Oarcia says enrollment is "a
systems throughout the store. Don't be
Store hours:
afraid to ask questionsl Hudson's Audio
cycle. It mirrors what goes on in
Mcn.-lhiJrs. g-~30-6 pm
has a ten year reputation for integrity and
society.''
Friday
9:30-Bpm
a "no hype" approach to stereo. You can
Penelope Wronski

!.
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Chancellor Schmidt Wants Summit
Plane Crashes Off Nimitz
Betweer1 United States and Russia
BONN, West Oermany
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt called
Monday for a summit between
Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev and
President Reagan as a sign of
revived detente. The Soviets said a
summit might be useful.

Leonid
Zamyatin
repeated for Moscow to dismantle more than
Brezhnev's view that such a meeting 270 SS-20 missiles and 360 older SSwould be useful "but it must be 4s and SS-Ss i11 e1tchange for U.S.
well-prepared," Reagan, ,too, has scrapping of plans to deploy 572
made similar qualifications about a Pershing II and Cruise missiles in
summit.
Western Europe starting in 1983.

Brezhnev's trip to Bonn was his
Schmidt, at a dinner in honor of first visit to the West since the
the Soviet leader on his second day Soviet invasion of Afghanistan 23
in West Oermany, also called on months ago and it came a week
Brezhnev to accept Reaga11's "zer.o before the opening of talks in
option" to rid Europe of all in- Geneva between the United States
termediate-range nuclear missiles.
and SoViet Union on limiting in·
termediate range nuclear weapons.
But Schmidt warned that ifU.S.SoViet talks in Geneva fail on an
Schmidt, speaking at the dinner
agreement to reduce giant Soviet that ended the first day of his
SS-20s aimed at Europe, then West summit with Brezhnev, said he was
Oermany will allow U.S. Pershing- convinced "President Reagan is
11 and Cruise missiles to be entering the negotiations in Oeneva
deployed.
with the seriops will to reduce the
nuclear threat by means of arms
Without referring to the last limitation."
wet;k's disclosure of the exchange
of letters between Reagan and
"This has been borne out once
Brezhnev, Schmidt welcomed the more by the impressive speech
fact that "the dialogue between the delivered by President Reagan last
Soviet Union and the United States Tuesday," in which Reagan inhas clearly gained in substance and clud~d his "zero option," Schmidt
intensity again."
said.
Earlier,

Soviet

spokesman

Schmidt also welcomed the
United States and Soviet readiness
to resume negotiations early next
year on the limitation of strategic
weapons, which unlike the
European-theater missiles, can
strike across oceans.

NORFOLK, Va. ,- A light
attack bomber crashed in the
Mediterranean Sea and the pilot
was reported missing, the Navy
said Monday. It was the fourth
fatal crash of a Nimitz-based
plane this year and the second in
a week.
Navy spokesman Cmdr, Tom
Connor said an A-7-E Corsair
light attack bomber apparently
crashed at noon Sunday about
120 miles northwest of Sardinia.
Last Tuesday, four Navy
aviators died in the crash of an

(

S-3 Viking jet in the same area.
Fourteen people died and 48
others were injured off the
Florida coast on May 26 when a
marine jet crash-landed on the
Nimitz during a night landing.
Connor said the Corsair
involved in the latest crash,
based !It Cecil Field, Fla., was
on a routine mission and was
returning to the ship when it
went down.
The missing pilot was identified as Lt. Hal B. Hawkins Jr.
of Wilkesboro, N.C.

I
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Lindbergh Evidence Displayed

WEST TRENTON, N.J. - A
baby's pajamas and T-shirt, a
handmade ladder, a scrawled
ransom note and other shreds of
evidence in the kidmipping and
slaying of aviator Charles A.
Lindbergh's son were unsealed
Monday, 45 years after the ''trial of
the century."
State police displayed for the first
time since the 1936 trial almost
90,000 pieces of evidence that have
Reagan's "zero option" called been locked inside nine wooden

crates and stored in nine metal file
cabinets at police headquarters.
The evidence was used to convict
Richard Bruno Hauptmann, a
Oerman immigrant whose trial the "trial of the century" - ended
in a sentence of death.
Oov. Brendan Byrne. ordered the
files opened Oct. 9, one day after a
lawyer for Hauptmann's widow,
who hopes to prove his innocence,
sued the state for access to the files.
The off-white baby pajamas worn by Charles A. Lindbergh Jr.
when he was swept from his nursery
on March I, 1932 - lay across a
table.
Police also removed from a
padlocked wooden crate the creamcolored cotton T-shirt found on the
20-month-old corpse two months
after the kidnapping. Authorities

SORRY!
The Stock Market Report did
not eome in In Its entirety for
today.lt will res11me !!)morrow.

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

theorize tile baby diea of a fractured skull after being dropped by
his kidnapper.
The original color had turned to
olive green and the material was
decayed. But the B. Altman Co.
label was still visible on the tiny
shirt.
At a news conference, some of
the eVidence was displayed in two
cage-like rooms. But most of the
documents and artifacts are stored
in the woCiden crates and cannot be
viewed without special permission.
Detective Cornel Palumbo, the
state police officer who has
compiled, sorted and secured the
evidence since 1976, said authorities
convicted the right man.
But Hauptmann's widow, Anna,
maintains her husband was innocent. Her attorney, Robert Bryan
of San Francisco, was the first on
the state police list of researchers
requesting .a chance to sort through
the files.
"The evidence we have already
establishes the state of New Jersey
fraudulently prosecuted Hauptmann," said Bryan.

We will be open our
regular hours over the
Thanksgiving holiday

I
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$1.00 off any pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
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continuea on page 6
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trust Hudson's Audio.
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Renewal Deadline
Residence Hall Students Are
Reminded To Complete And Submit
Their Residence Hall Room And Board
Renewal Materials By

4:00P.M.

;

Monday November 30, 1981

-PACHAMAMAN.W. Corner Laguna & Central
(15th & Central}

.

Submit Fonns To:
Housing Coll~ctions & Reservations
2nd Floor La Posada
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Line uP, for Kid's Books· at UNM Bookstore!
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DOONESBURY

Editorial

by Garry Trudeau
'WIIRSI;, IT'S II Ql\1-

Editor Advocates Objectivity

PtET/3 WIIS'Te OF
TIM/3. IN CA9e YO/I
HI/veNT Ht:API?,
13/?A I$ ~().
\

election results was stolen. By coincidence, or maybe
not by coincidence, the box disappeared between the
time the DE!ily Lobo began an investigation and the
time they were granted the right to thoroughly
examine the contents of the box. Depending on the
mood of the campus this coincidence alone could
have convicted the Elections Commission, Mike
Austin, and the SUB janitors. Their convictions would
have rested not on the facts themselves or even the
news reports of the facts but on the predisposition of
the campus community.

Despite the principle that all man are innocent until
proven guilty, many times circumstances convict no
matter how reasonable the doubt.
People are suspicious and quick to judge, it's that
simple. This phenomenon is controllable on the individual level but when applied to public opinion its
effects can be horrendous.
Media has been the guiding force of public opinion
since its inception. During the American Revolution,
colonial papers did their part to fan the flame of
dissent.
Journalists prefer to think that their influence has
led to the enlightenment of tha rnasses; nothing
revealed more about the Nixon presidency than the
news reporters who followed his decline, but that is
not always true. If it were, there would be no such
thing as change of venue to protect defendants from
juries tainted by the news reports on a court case.
As much as they would like to, reporters cannot
deny their ability to convict a suspect before his trial.
Unfortunately, many people read arrest and think
conviction.
To some extent, the popularity of the broadcast
media has helped create and Inflame the media's
negative Influence, Broadcast media produce headline
news. Radio and television news formats provide only
enough time to present the bare essentials of the story
and this can lead to misconceptions. But whether in
print or on videotape, the public puts two·and·two
together and comes to conclusions right or wrong.
Recently a ballot box cnntainina all the ASUNM
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The public has every right to draw every kind of
conclusion it wants from the facts. But the conclusions cannot be blamed on the media,

l

A well-worn adage warns readers they can't believe
everything they read. Certainly not all reporters have
high ideals but if they publish anything more or
anything less than the truth they can be sued for libel.

l

-Box-------------------------------------------continued from page 1
Robert Lynch, who came in 11th
ancl 13th respectively, Without the
South Plaza votes, Wolf would'
have placed 4th and Lynch would
have placed 5th.
On Nov. 9, when the Dally Lobo
gained visual access to the ballots
and signature lists, they discovered
signatures recorded at the Student
Union Building and Johnson Gym

with the South Plaza lists. They
also discovered similar signatures,
unequal number of signatures and
ballots and three signatures of the
same name.
For further inspection the Daily
Lobo requested photocopies of the
signature lists but there were
complications in obtaining them.
ASUNM Vice President Bill
Littlefield said some members of

the slate felt it would be an invasion
of privacy for the Daily Lobo to
have access to the signature lists.
"We're just trying to protect
ourselves and I think you can
understand that," Littlefield said,
"If there is an invasion of
privacy and there is some violation
of civil rights we don't want any
lawsuits at us or the university," he
said.

't'
f Or Spnng
•
UNM
Symp h ony 0 rc h est ra T 0 H 0 ld AU d !_lOllS
.
The University of New Mexico
Symphony Orchestra will hold
auditions for new members for the
spring semester by arranged ap·
pointment from Dec. 3 through
Dec. 15.
The UNM Symphony Qrchestra.
is olfered as a one-hour credit
course and rehearses each Tuesday

and Thursday afternoon from 3:30
During the spring semester the
to .5:30 during the academic year.
orchestra will perform concerts in
Harold Weller, the orchestra's · Popejoy Hall, participate in the
director, explains that "mem· UNM Composers Symposium, and
bership in the University Orchestra JO!Il the combined University
is open by audition to all UNM Choruses.
students - not only to music
For additional information or to
majors but part time students as schedule an audition appointment,
well."
call277-2!26 or 277-2815,

Elections Commission Chairman
Elven Romero required the Daily
Lobo supply written proof that
their request for copies of the
signature lists was legal.
Also in question was the legality
of releasing students' social security
numbers which &rerecorded when a
student votes.
ASUNM Attorney General Gary
Gordon, in an "extremely unofficial" opinion, said, "If (students)
want to vote in our elections,
unfortunately theyaregivingupthe
right to have their social security
numbers anything but public
record, the wa)• our system works."
On Nov. 10, six days after the
election, the Dcily Lobo was
granted the right to photocopy just
the names on the signature lists but
the box was missing from the
ASUNM offices where it had been
left by Romero the previous day.

''Saying it is missing is being very
kind. I think it was definitr:ly taken
- stolen - from the office,"
Gordon said.
Gordon said, "I think there is a
variety of people who have a variety
of reasons to want to see that box."
Gordon would not comment on
who he thought stole the box or
what their reasons might be,
Littlefield said, ".It's pretty bard
to carry that thing off in the middle
of the day, So whoever did it would
have had to do it in the middle of
the night. And whoever did it
during the middle of the night
would have to have keys and access
to getting into the SUB itself much
less to ASUNM,"
On the days the box could have
been taken the SUB is open from
6:15a.m. to 10 p.m.
Romero said, "I thought it was a
continued on page 7
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The adage is probably not so much the result of the
content of the news as much as the interpretation of
the news. Controversial stories Invariably lead to
misinterpretation but reporters cannot stop reporting
the facts for fear of the public's reaction.
While it is the media's responsibility to inform the
public with the facts, it is not their responsibility to
second guess what the public is going to do with
those facts.
While it is not the public's responsibility to sort facts
from rumors, it is the public's responsibility to read
Intelligently and with a mind free of conviction.

I

Story Content Refuted
Editor:

Letters

Union Corrects Sandwich Prices;
Attempts to Offer Wide Variety
Editor:
I appreciated the letter to the editor comments on
November 5th by Ron Colyer, David Willis, and Ken
Zavadil regarding the price of our egg salad sandwich.
Quite frankly, we had goofed and our error was
twofold as we were marking this sandwich at $1.00
instead of $,80 and doing just the opposite on another
sandwich. We have corrected this error and I
apologize for the mistake.

I cannot speak for the management of the Faculty
Coffee Shop but I would assume they share my
resentment of being classified as a "rip-off" as noted
by Jim Ebert's letter of November 10. My
management philosophy of fifteen plus years in
college union management has been and will continue
to be one of offering the best possible dining opportunities at the most reasonable prices f?r our
students who obviously are under the tightest
financial constraints. This philosophy has held up
quite well at other universities and is working at UNM

as judged by you, the consumer, in your response to
our various innovative dining programs such as offering of three homemade soups daily; pocket san·
dwiches with eleven ingredients to choose from; a
burger equaled by no one with our own homemade
roll, potato skin fries, and a different topping dally; our
own bagels, cookies and desserts; an exclusive
Mexican cuisine restaurant; a build your own salad bar
with a minimum of fourteen quality ingredients; our
Country Store for the quick take-out items; three daily
offerings of full luncheon plates; custom-made
omelettes and grilled sandwiches; and over twelve
flavors of ice cream plus soft serve yogurt.
Off campus dining does not match either our offerings nor our prices which have been purposely
priced and designed to accomodate the person for
which makes this whole place tick, the student. We
welcome and encourage your ideas for a better
operation.
Cliff Holt
Director

The story headlined "Future Enrollments May Mean Change in
Classloads, Age" by Manuel Franco on page 1, Daily Lobo, of 11/17/81,
contains the following errors;
1, The statement, "average age of beginning freshmen rose slightly ... ,"
is misleading. Median age for beginning freshmen has been stable at 18.4
years since 1974. Only beginning freshmen at UNM have not shown a
trend toward higher age since 1974. This is significant for UNM's
enrollment picture because it is contrary to national trends. We suspect
that delayed entry to UNM is accomplished by students who start in the
"non-degree'' category.
2. I did not say nor imply that.''offering a night business degree program
{would) help relieve the already overworked business school." That
sentence is absurd. I said there was evidence of demand in the community
for a nighttime baccalaureate degree program that the management major
was. especially needed, but that the faculty in the Anderson School of
Management already carry heavy teaching workloads; hence, the expansion of the ASM program would probably require additional faculty.
3. The most egregious error committed by your reporter and the editor is
the statement that UNM's enrollment projections depend upon a nat1'onal
service, a depression, the establishment of a community college in
Albuquerque, drastic reductions in federal financial aid, and the establish·
ment of a General College. The projection paper provided to your reporter
says that if these events occur in the 1980's " ... one could expect large
deviations from the projections ... lt would then be necessary to assess their
impact and to revise the projections." {page 33)
Didn't it strike anyone at the Lobo that a ten-year projection which
depended on the occurence of all of these events would be unrealistic? In
fact, UNM's current enrollment projections are based on the assumptions
thatthese events will not occur.
R. H. Cady
Director, Institutional Research
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ntE GE" HOME 'N GO STEREO. Until now if you watkt~b~~Ji~~tereo

The Ni!!W Me,;Jco Dally Lobo is published Monday _through
Friday ~very regular week or lhe University year, weekly during
dosed n.nd finals weeks and weekly during the summer session

had to stay pretty. dose to home. At GE we feel great s~~!~~B~;;:;~~~at~s~:~r!~
Which· is .why ·weve develoPed the incredibly .t·omn.p1ac:r
But don't let its small size fool you, Home 'tt Go's
{5"Wc!oh~t'$i n"'""
M'f.l FM stereo radio (electronic LED ·tl·.tnirtg trtetE~r,
highbias switche!l, dual record meters) vvvu•u

by the board o( Swdentl'ub\kaltons or the University of New

Mexico. ami is not finandally assOciated with UNM. Second
class postage paid at Albuquerque~ New Mexico 87131.
Subscription rate h SlO.OO for the atndcmicycilr.
'file opinions e.'<ptessed on the editorial pages_ or the_ l>al1y_
tnbu ate those or the author solei~. Unsigned opinion iS that
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does not necessarily tcpresent the vh::ws of the members of the
Dally Lobo staff.
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GE HOME 'n GO is ah AM/FM Stereo Cassette Music
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System that offers high performance for in-home or
dorm use and has the portability to take outdoors. For
more information on this product fill out and mail the
coupon. A winner of a Home 'n Go Systeni wlll be
drawn from all coupons returned by December 31,
1981. No purchase necessary.

Letters to the editor must be typed, double spaced and signed
by the author with the nmhor 1S nome. address and telephone.
1tumber. Or!IY the ilnme of the nmhot wilt be printed nrtd
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Blind Couple Face Life Together Seeking Equal Chances
Richard L. Drinon Jr.
This is the first of a two part
series about Fred and Cathy
Schroeder; both are blind. Cathy is
q student at the University of New
Mexico, Part two will run in
Wednesday's issue of the New
Mexico Daily Lobo.
"I think what society can do is
try and look beyond the concepts it
has about blindness and simply give
an equal opportunity to blind
people in all situations," says Fred
Schroeder, a teacher of the visually
handicapped in Albuquerque.

Fred and Cathy Schroeder, 24
and 20, have been married since
January. Both are blind. Fred
teaches at the Zia School and Cathy
is a student at UNM.
Both believe that society is
segregating the blind by making too
many modifications and programs
for them. They believe the blind
person can adapt to society and
function in almost any field.

Sell your books for Cash
277-3701
24-A SUB Basement Hours will be posted.

We &arch & Special Order

Coverbd

"I like the house because it's
bright and cheerful," she says.

Fred lost his vision at 16 and
Cathy was born blind.

l602CENTRAL S.E.,NEAR UNIV. BLVD.

OPEN! l·fi'l\1, M·S•T, PH. 243·3100

·~agon

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

OLDTOI/y'N

Outside the window is a lush
green lawn. They had a lot of weeds
when they first moved in but they
have both been working in the yard,
clearing out the thorns and brush,
says Cathy.

Y

C

ome to Casa del Sol. It's no secret: the
New Mexico Union has the best food,
the best selection, the D2St prices.

"I go to work in a three piece suit

everyday," he said. "I do that for
specific reasons. First, society does
judge people on appearances.
Second, if a blind person is a slob,
there's the natural presumption
again - 'The poor fellow probably
doesn't know what he's wearing.'

"Anyone who has never seen can
only memorize facts about color,"
he said. "For example, purple and
orange clash, so you don't wear
them together. But there is no
sensation
about how they really
Over the fireplace, centered on
look
together.
A person who has
the mantel, is a picture ·or a little
girl in a flower garden. A carVed always been blind might not really
woo'den clock leans beside the care. The consequence is that blind
picture. Glass figurines decorate people have to be aware of what
three rows of shelves and cast small society looks for."
shadows on the white stuccoed
Fred's straight black hair covers
walls.
his ears. His bangs touch the tip of
Green wall-to-wall carpet runs his dark glasses. He has on a
beneath the tail archways into "National Federation for the
adjoining rooms. Beside the couch Blind" !-shirt and a pair of Levis.
is a bookcase filled with college He pats the top of the speaker
te11ts, reference books, and cabinet beside him and talks about
his special interests.
paperbacks.

L

WE START FRESH
-EVERY DAV
ou'll find homemade
·
goodness at c:asa del Sol.
We start fresh every day with the best
Ingredients available and cook up all your
favontes, plus a delicious Dally Special. Chile
Rellenos, Enchiladas, Burntos, Tamales,
Carne Adovadb, ChhTilchangas, Tostados,
Tacos, plus Red or Green Chile, Posole,
Guacamole, even snacks such as Chips &
Salsa, Nachos and Sopapillas.

The American Foundation is the
largest agency working with the
visually handicapped.

Professionals also believe that 90
percent of learning is visual, Fred
said. But he disagrees. "With these
kinds of ideas, the public certainly
does get confused," he said.

E

I

An estimate by the American
Foundation for the Blind says 6.4
million Americans have some visual
impairment. About I, 7 million of
these are severely impaired; 400,000
have no vision at all.
·

They have moved into a house
near the UNM campus. Cathy sits
on the couch. Sunlight pours
through the large picture window
behind her.

New& Out·of·PrintBooks
NM the West&A<WbeSpecialists
CHAMISA BOOKSHOP

D
f It's Mexican. Food you're
hungry for, you don't have
to look any further than ,:
Casa del Sol, on the
ground level In the New 1
Mexico Union. It may
be the best kept
secret In town: the
cuisine offered In
Casa del Sol Is
second to none In
authentic flavor, great
variety and low prices.

''People .have such a profound
fear of blihdness that they sec every
negative or positive attribute of a
blind person as a direct result of the
handicap," Fred said,

Both are quick to their own lives,
ideas about living, education and
working opportunities.

Fred leans back in an easy chair
against the opposite wall. On his
right side, hooked up to his stereo,
is a huge speaker box. He taps his
left hand on the table that holds his
ice tea.

THE BEST KEPT SECRET IN TOWN

According to Fred, a recent
Gallup Poll found that people fear
blindness more than any other
handicap. Six percent fear muteness
most; four percent deafness.

"The agency perpetuates these
wrong kinds of attitudes," Fred
said, "The American Foundation
did a rating on the severity of
handicaps. On a scale of I to 10
they rated number 10."

Fred and Cindy Schroeder

ASUNM Textbook Co-op
Has Reopened!

of the blind not being able to care
for themselves properly."
Cathy said, "People don't realize
that blind people can be just as
sloppy or neat as sighted people,"

CASA. DEL SOL MENU

Enchilada Plate
2.35
Taco Plate
2.35
Burrito Plate
Bean
1.90
Beef
2.50
Carne Adovado 2.95
Comb1nat1on Plate 2.9S
<:arne Adovado Plate 2.9S
A LA cARTE
Enchilada
.89
Tamale
.89

Burrito

Bean
Beef

1.89

1.5S
1.09

"We like to go out to eat," Fred
said. "We like to dance, although
I'm not a terrible good dancer. 1
have to have a couple glasses of
Scotch before my feet start moving.
lf we enjoy something we'll figure
out a way to keep doing it. The
things we dislike are not necessarily
a product of our blindness."

-Enrollment-----~

.59

continued from page 3 ·

.19

"The humanities wUJ probably
turn around in a few years,"
Garcia. "The pendulum will
eventually swing the other way, We
just have to ride out the changes.
We can't rush all our resources
back and forth.''
Part of the survival of some
departments is attracting non"
traditional stUdents, Garcia says.
"We are trying to extend degree
programs into the night hours. We
are trying to get the humanities
faculty to talk with the technology
faculty and the (university) ad"·
ministratioh to have more in·
terdisiplinary classes,'' he says.
Also, Garcia says, the College
Curriculum Committee is taking a

.79

1.50
.95
1.25
1.25

SNACKS

Chips & Salsa
SuperSize
Nachos
Super Size
Sopapilla & Hoeey
Tortilla

"A friend of mine was denied an
apartment because he was blind.
The landlord feared the blind man
might start a .fire accidentally.
When that issue was resolved, the
landlord decided that the man
would not be able to see when his
trash needed emptying and it would
attract bugs. People have this image

1.00

<:arne Adov1do 1.69
Chimichanga
Chile Relleno
Tostado
Bean
Bean & Beef
Taco
Mex1can Chef Salad
Guacamole Salad
Posole
Chile

"I like to tinker with hi-fi," he
"Despite a common misconception, blind people are not says, "but I usually don't mention
slobs," Fred says. "Blind people it because people always see this as
are a cross section of society in the natural hobby for a blind
person.
every sense.

,75
1.25

1.00
1.50
.35
.25

GOOD!

New Mexico Union Food Service

look at the college's group
requirements "to get a more in·
tegrated curriculum; to make sure
all Arts and Sciences students get a
Well-rounded
liberal
arts
ed\)Cation."

The series conclusion Wednesday

will examine enrollment in the Pine
Arts and Education colleges.

Where ·can I go if I want information on health and accident
insurance? UNM Student Health
Center, Student Health Center x
3136; Keystone Life Insurance
Company, 2625 Pennsylvania NE,
884-6827.
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continued from page 5

joke but I'm getting the shit end of
the deal."
Romero said he thought it might
have been taken as a joke or
because someone had something to
hide or it might be someone trying
to discredit Mike Austin.
Oordon said, "Until the ballot
box was gone ... everything
looked okay."
"It's just interesting that anyone
would be that desperate," he said,
"Election day I thought
everything was going fine. There is
no secret that south poll was a
surprise but all sorts of things are
surprises. Just the fact that there
were more people at south poll,
there's no guilt there at all," he
said.
Littlefield said the slate success at
south plaza was the result of
"working
that
area very
thoroughly."
"I didn't see any other candidates out there and from the
ticket there were usually at least two
or three," he said.
Littlefield further attributed the
slate's south plaza success to a
lobbying of athletes who 11re
traditional non-voters.
When the Daily Lobo examined
the ballots and signature lists from
South Plaza they found the
signatures of Daily Lobo staff
members who voted at other
stations. There were the same
number of ballots as signatures at
South Plaza despite the mix-up.
When the Daily Lobo was inspecting the lists Romero said the
lists from the different voting
stations could have been shuffled
together during tabulation. In a
later interview he said, "I don't see

Romero said the box was kept in
"If a poll worker forgets to m!lrk
Golden's closet until the Daily an !.D. (to verify the student has
Lobo examined the materials on voted) or if a poll worker doesn't
Monday,
understand what the mark on an
I.D. was, then it could be an easy
The b!lllot box was double- mistake," Gordon said.
locked with Romero and Elections
Commissioner Penny Wronski in
Littlefield said no one is
possession of the keys,
responsible for the materials <J.fter
Although Romero said there is an certification because once the
election is certified it cannot be
extra set of keys to the ballot box
locks, the keys could not be contested.
located.
"The only way to remove
someone after it has been certified
The Daily Lobo also found three is to impeach them," Littlefield
Leonard Garcia signatures at three said.
different voting polls. However, the
Daily Lobo verified through the
Gordon and Romero both said if
dean of students office there are anyone is responsible it is the
only two Leonard Garcia's at elections commission.
Gordon said, "Just because
UNM, both undergraduates.
Both Gordon and Romero said it something isn't covered in express
would be possible for a student to law doesn't mean that it isn't
As is usual procedure, the box vote more than once.
illegal. You always have an equity
was held at the campus police .
station following the tabulation.
Romero said he removed it from
the station Thursday because he felt
it wasn't safe there.
Romero had told Daily Lobo
staff members late Thursday to
meet him at the police station
Friday to look at the ballots, saying
the box was still there.
In a later interview, Romero said
he could not remember which day
he removed the box from the police
station and took it to Assistant
Dean of Students Gary Golden's
office.

how they could have gotten mixed
up. It's impossible."
Gordon and Romero said votes
were tabulated by polling station
and one ballot box was totaled
before another ballot box was
opened. The materials from each
station were then bundled and
placed in a single ballot box.
"At the time I was CO\lnting there
was no way," Gordon said. "We
were taking them one at a time and
unless one can crawl from underneath one rubber band, get
uncer another and get stapled,
there was no way,"
Gordon and Romero both said
no one had any reason to get into
the ballot box after election night
because no one cont.ested the
election and certification does not
require opening the box.

travel, oonferences imd meetings.
Immediately feeling the effects of
the order were Vice President
George Bush, who canceled a trip
to New York, and federal officials
who had planned to attend the
Republican Governors Conference
in New Orleans.
Agriculture officials said food
stamps already Issued would be
honored in grocery stores, but they
were still working out complicated
details Monday afternoon to stop
issuing new stamps while maintaining benefits ·for emergency
cases.
Among the "essential" services
left untouched by the latest budget
crisis were the armed services, U.S.
embassies and consulates, the
Postal Service, the nation's
financial machinery Md Jaw enforcement agencies.

"The court could very easily just
declare the entire election invalid
and we'd basically have to start
from scratch, •• he said.
He said that the "biggest issue"
with the theft is that "that person
has much bigger problems than
student court.
"I think that whoever for
whatever reason decided to take
that box doesn't realize they're not
just dealing with the consequences
of their own actions. I think they
have endangered the very existence
of student government at the
University of New Me11ico."

Best Price In Town
For Checking!

Free.

Golden and his secretary said
they didn't remember seeing
anyone bring the ballot box to their
office after the election but Golden
said the box "could have been"
locked in the office closet without
his knowledge.

-Bill-----continued from page 1

side in court ... Right is right and
wrong is wrong; j\Ist bec11use
something is certified doesn't mean
it's all over.

could not say whether the government would lose money or fatten
the Treasury with the shutdown.
Most of the government's .2.1
million employees, including all I
million civilian Md military
workers at the Defense Department, stayed on the job.
It was estimated up to 400,000
employees could have been
furloughed without pay - about 8
percent of the entire federal work
force. But no one knew for sure,
since each agency chief determined
the number to be laid off.

There's nothing better than free.
That's the price you pay for a regular
checking
Federal.

account

at

Albuquerque

No fees or charges.
You don't pay any monthly fees and
there are no check transaction fees. And,
there's no penalty if your account drops
to next to nothing because there's no
minimum balance requirement.

Bounceless checking protection.
Our overdraft protection takes the
embarrassment out of an overdrawn account. This option is available on all our
checking plans.

Complete monthly statement.
You also receive our fully
descriptive, easy to understand
statement each month. Everything's
there - deposits, withdrawals and
your montl\ly balance.

$100 initial deposit.
Move over to the best priced
checking account in town. Just $100
opens your account at any
Albuquerque Federal office in
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho and Santa
Fe.

East Central Office
4901 Central NE
883-3257

~·!~!:~~~deral

Reagan also promised Social
Security Md most other benefit
checks would be paid on schedule.
"The national security will be
protected,'' the president said in his
veto message. "Government activities essential to the protection of
life and property, such as the
treatment of patients in veterans
hospitals, air traffic control and the
functioning of the nation's banks
will also continue."
The bureaucracy technically ran
out of money at 12:01 a.m. EST
Friday when a temporary funding
bill expired and Congress was hours
away
from
approving
a
replacement. Since government
offices are closed during the
weekend, the funding expiration
had little effect.
But when Reagan rejected
Congress' compromise, . most of
ofticial Washington was thrown for
a spin at the beginning of the work
week. Cabinet agencies were forced
to neglect other duties to draw Up
lists of essential and non·essential
personnel and to begin to close
shop.
Edwin Harper, deputy budget
director, said it costs $50 million a
day to run the government, but he

WHAT IS A .IUPCICUt?
A .IUpCtCUt is custom Designed
A .IUpCtCUl is Precision cut

.IUp.tCUt is a Finished Product
.IUPCICUl is for Men & women
A .IUpcrcut is Beautiful
'I•
and a .IUPCICUt is always V
A
A

-1
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Trans Alaska Pipeline ...
which are placed side by side to
create panoramic views qf · the
pipeline cutting across the Alaskan
wilderness. In these photographs
Stephenson wishes to merely
present what he sees as a synthesis
between technology and nature
all<Jwing
the
medium
of
phot<Jgraphy to simulate structurally what he sees the pipeline
doing in the landscape. The
photographic frames or segments
placed end to end delineate a space
in much the same way the pipeline
segments traverse the hills and
rivers of Alaska. He sees the
The black and white photographs pipeline as a massive environmental
are printed in the form of series sculpture that radically alters the

ADVENTURES IN ART
With

R.A.- Where were you born?
Miriam Wolf - I was born in
New York City; I was..raised in a
middle-class suburb, My parents
were Jewish children of immigrants. My father made it into
the middle class through small
business. 1 had a normal, sanitized
suburban growing-up, went to a top
women's college.
When I was thirteen I told my
father I had decided to become a
socialist, which upset him very
much. I didn't know what it meant,
but it meant something. To me it
meant some sort of striving, some
form of believing.

r--------------------------

I

I
I

HAPPY THANKSGIVING!

I

~-------------------------Oflt•r good (MJiy with "urr~nt milit"r~· or >tuciL•nt 1.0.

YALE BLOOD PLASMA
122 YALESE

R.A.- What year was that when
you were thirteen?
M.W. - That was the early
thirties, the beginning of the
depression.

!just behind :O.Id)onalcls Yalt• & Central I

R.A. - That was a real important period for the socialist
movement. That's always seemed
to be a very rich time for me.

.. To Run Through ASA
geographic appearance of the
Alaskan terrain.
Stephenson's interest in the
pipeline grew out of another series
he did called THE NEW
MONUMENTS
where
technological forms in the landscape were photographed as
monuments to the relationship of
an advancing society to its environment. The sheer immensity of
scale that the pipeline encompasses,
Stephenson feels, is comparable to
monuments of the past such as the
transcontinental railroad or the·
Panama Canal in terms of its
potential to become a catalyst for
both cultur.al and 11eographical
change. Stephenson's point of view
is an objective one, viewing himself
in the role of documentor rather
than interpreter; he leaves the
viewers to confront the Images on
their own terms. By juxtaposing the

industrial geometry of the pipeline
with that of the Alaskan wilderness,
he is analyzing the difference
between two existing systems:
nature and the man made. Nature,
which is commonly interpreted as
an esthetic experience, may also
have an equivalent in technology.
Could technology, in fact, be
replacing both nature and even art
as the major spectacle in 20th
century culture?
Stephenson is currently enrolled
as a graduate student in the UNM
photography department where he
is a candidate for the Masters of
Fine Arts degree, Additional
studies of the pipeline (printed in
color) are being exhibited in the
MA/MFA Exhibition in the UNM
Fine Arts Museum.
Stephenson was awarded this
exhibition at the ASA Gallery
when his work was chosen to be
represented h1 a one person show
during the Five State Juried Photo
Competition last fall. The show will
run until December II with an
opening reception to be held at the
gallery on Friday, December 4, at
7:00 p.m. The gallery hours are
from II :90 to 4:00, Monday
through Fnday.

lip
~er-dee
'frtllbiiZel'!l - Don't rorge( to pick-up the fuhdrnlscr applications In the Trailblazers office (Alumni
office in the SUlJ second floor) bdore Tltanksglvlng,
Student Vrtu·ans Al.•odailon and 1'he ATM
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Miriam Wolf:
I Growing Up
Socialist In
New York
Funher Conver511tions
Miriam Wolf
Continued from Monday

THIS COUPON IS GOOD FOR
$5.00 FOR FIRST TIME DONORS

Coll!o ;. :r"<Mb

310f CENTR~L 1 $£

photo by Chip Simon

Don't
BEATURKEY!
SAVE A LIFE!
1

M~u·o

Eyetalk

Sandy Garritano
David
Stephenson's
photographic installation entitled
TRANS ALASKA PIPELINE
opens today at the ASA Gallery
located in the basement of the
Student Union.
The show
represents two months of traveling
and. study done by Stephenson in
Alaska last June and July. He made
the trip with the help of a
fellowship from the National
Endowment for the Arts where he
followed 600 of the 800 miles of
pipeline.
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BU1Int!ll Club- Conducting the annUal Chtlstrnas
food drive. Donations are being taken at the Ti:Xl·
book Co-op In the SUB and at the Mechanical
EnglnceringBUilding.
ASUNM Teitbooli. Co-op ·- Now opcn 1 tome In
and sell you~ books for more In room 24·A o£ the
SlJB 'BIIsCment (hours.are poslCd).
Lu Ctmptnti- Meeting Tuesdny at 7~00 p.m. In
Motrt 23l~E ol the SOB. Remember your rafnc
·lfckcts and money.
Wontenis Cenlei' - The brown Bag Series will
present "WQmCn and Athletics" by l<t~y Morgan 1
Wednesday Ill ll:OO p.m. The Women'! Center Is
located at 1824 Las Lomas N.E.

..

M.W. - It was a very rich time.
It was the time of the Harlem
Renaissance, which I wasn't aware
of at the time. It was a time when I
was influenced greatly in my
schooling by the Dewey Movement.
My teachers were. students at
Columbia University with some of
the great Deweyites. And you can
trace these things way back. It was
a time when I saw poverty around
me, shan.ty towns by the railroad
tracks. I saw children in the streets
with no shoes in the dead of winter.
I saw that and it registered
somewhere. And socialism meant
to me a decent justice and a fair
society.
R.A. - 1 would imagine that this
affected your decision to Work for
the Civil Rights Movement.
M.W.- What affected that was,
I had been working in publishing as
a text book editor and began to get
very bored with that. l mean it was
nice, it was a career. I got dressed
up, had my own office on Madison
Avenue, but I got bored with it. It
was very constraining. l began to
feel my audience was the students
for whom these text books were
being written and there were too
tnany barriers between me and
those students. I then decided to be
a teacher. Then I was in my forties.
I went back to school and took a
couple of education classes. I had a
masters in political sdence, but I
never did anything with it. I got the
credentials to teach and got an
assignment in a high school in
Manhattan which was populated by
students froin Harlem and the
upper West Side, which is
preqominantly Hispanic. So my
students were poor black and
Spanish students. l walked into that
school and it took me about two
days to understand what a rotten
scene it was andwhat a bad trip was
being laid on those kids.

liOIIICI!ImUlllt
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I worked there for two or three
years, and I got very close with the
students. I ask~d for and taught
mainly the bottom track classes.
Those were. the most difficult, also
the most interesting students. I
mean they weren't going to make it FOR
academically anyway. But they RESERVATIONS,
UNLIMITED
1 thought about things. I mean street CALL:
MILEAGE
kids think, Kids who are into
Only $159
making it in the career world don't 505/842·4235
for 10 days.
think as well; they think what the
$15.99 per day,
teacher or the boss want them to.
~···
·-=
Street kids think, though. We did a
. - · - i· . •
ji;
Subcompact
."
' '8
lot of poetry. They were very
manual·transmJSSion
car.
responsive to poetry. They're very
oral, so we did a lot of poetry
Just S79 will put you on the road for five full days with unlfmited mileage in a
DRAWING TO BE .!.D
reading and writing.
manuaJ.t~ansf!liss~o~ subcompa.ctcar.lfyou are 18orolder, have a major credit card
DECEMBER 29, 981
So I got down south from there.
and a vahd dnver sltcense, that sail you need. Tell us what size car you would like
Need Not De Prt>liol!nl T. \\.'in
The man I was married to was
and we'll have it ready for you starting November 20.
'
....l..!•IAS1'1itkc• !!clt·t~~
called to Atlanta for a very inRates are no~ discountable. GasoHne, applicable taxes, optional Collision
teresting job, which had to do with
Damage Wa1ver and Personal Accident Insurance are not included. No
organizing and working with black
charge for mileage.. All cars subject to availability. Cars must be returned ~'11l,ntl
tenant farmers in the deep South. I
tot he renltnglocation no later than November 30, 1981 or higher published !
200 CENTRAL S.E.
Hertz Dai!Y Standard Unlimited Mileage Rates will apply to the entire
went along on his trip, got a job
II
243·2229
rental
penodl
and
a
drop
charge
will
also
apply.Askfor
complete
details.
teaching at a black women's
~HMne oJ 1he f,,. •• 1\ruoo"
college. At that time Atlanta was a
center. Martin Luther King's
Larger cars ovolioble ot higher rates.
HERTZ RENTS FORDS AND OTHER FINE. CARS
organization had its main office
there, as well as non-violent student
groups. It was from these people
that the idea for "Participatory
Democracy" arose, and I'd say
Dynamic Productions and KRST/KRZV presents
they were more important to the
creation of the "New Left" than
any other group that I know including the northern white student
movements.
I taught for a couple of years
there and then I began to write, did
some article writing. Then I
followed that with the book The
School Fix, a record of a very
powerful school and community
self-autonomy drive that concerned
the question of whether the
community or the beauracracy
controlled the schools. It was
another one of those revolutionary
lessons of that time. What hap·
pened was the schools were all
closed down for a long time in New
"V ark, and students and cooperating teachers began to break
into the schools and create their
own curriculums.
The situation finally resolved
itself politically, and there Were
sotne changes but nothing
significant. I think there are now
small islands of reform and decency
in the New York public schools
because of the experience, but the
discriminatory and bureaucratic
arrangements are more or less as
they were.
R.A. - So why are you in New
Mextco?
M.W.- Well, I'm headed north
into the desert. l have some old
personal business there that I have
to deal With. It's between me and
the land artd God is the only way l
can say it, and without transportation I'm going to be hitchhiking. I didn't quite have the
plus:
nerve to just get off of the bus and
start so I'm here in Albuquerque. t
the ORIGINAL CRICKETS. SONNY CURTIS, TONY JOE WHITE
said to myself, "Miriam you're real
broke, I don't know how long
you're going to be able to keep it
going, and you're real lonely and if
you can connect with a few people
while you're here, good." So I gave
Tickets
all Giant Ticket Outlets
myself a moment to catch my
breath and came over to the
Sears, General Stores, Wild West Music
University,
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WILD WEST Mt1SIC

#1 For Everyone.

Waylon Jennings
Sunday Dec. 6 8pm

Civic Auditorium Bar Service Available
at

J
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Sports
Hussein All American Runner; Women Place 11th
The UNM women finished II th
at the first National Collegiate

Athletic Association women's cross
country meet in Wichita, Kan.

Three Lobos Honored
Three Lobo volleyball players have been selected to the allIntermountain Conference team fQr 1981, according to head coach
Mike Hebert.
Kim Hicks, Kelly Knowles and Terri Nielson were picked f<!r the
squad as voted upon hy the conference coaches. "There are 11 teams
in the conference and 12 all-conference positions," Hebert said. "I
think we gQt more than our share."
Hicks was selected to the all-conference team for the second time,
while Kuowlcs und Nielson were selected for the first time.

The sole Lobo male entry in the
men's event, Ibrahim Hussein,
placed 21st individually. By virtue
of his finish, Hussein was selected
All-American, the first UNM
, athlete selected to that title this
year.

Other Lobo women who competed were: Kristi Rapp (74th,
18.08.6), ValFisher(77th, 18:11.3),
Lisa Mitchell (83rd,· 18:17.4),
Cynthia Valdez (102nd, 18:58) and
Loretta Chavez (105th, 19.02.5).

The top five times are used to
Hussein ran the 10,000 meter determine the team !Otal.
(6.42 mile) course in 29:56.6
UTEP won the men's national
minutes, over a minute behind
individual winner Matthews title for the ninth consecutive year

'New Look' Swingman Leads Lobos

Providence was second with 109
points, Arkansas third with 175,
Wisconsin fourth with 179, and
UCLA fifth with 187.
Virginia won the women's team
title with a 36 score.

Motshwarateu from Texas-EI Paso,
who finished in 28:45.6.
Linda Mitchell led the Lobo
effort with a 65th place finish in
17:55,8 minute time, barely ahead
of Joan Sterett's 72nd placing with
a time of 18:04.7.

USAF FLIGtiT JACKE.T
GENUINE Gl

ShMing

({~~A Ride

\

Colson Pleased With Scrimmage

I

Mechanical Engineering

504 YALE SE
256-0000

I
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Look for the New·

_Gym,

FRIDAY

No\lembcr27
Womn'1 Basketball: Lobo ln11ltational all and 4
p.m., University Arena
Wrettllaa: UNM ~t UNLV Open in Las Vegas,
Nev.
Mea's Basketball: UNM vs, Midwestern
Unl11crsity, 7:35 tip, UNM Arena,
SATURDAY
No11em~2S

Women'sBadie,bllll: Lobo invitational at 2 and 4
p.m., University Arena

Wrttllloa: UNM at UNLV Open in Las Veg11s,
Nev,
MeD.'l!l Bukelb•ll: UNM vs, Mlnouri B11ptist, 7:35
Lip, UNM Arenll.
CroJ!J C:::ounlry; UNM nt TAC Nationals: in Los
Angeles, Cal,
MONDAY
No\'Cmber )0
Wnstllna: Entries for Intramural wrestling due.
Wclaht c]assJncatlons {n<;hldc 118, 126, 134, J42, l$0,
ISB~ 167, 117, 190, and h~vywelgbt. Tile meet will be
govencd by lr~teroolle~tc rules.
INFORMATION
lntramurats: 277-SI.Sl, Johnson Gym room 230.
Tickets: 277·2116, southeast comer or Unlverslt)'
Arena.

us.""

Textbook Co·op
SUB

ARMY·NAVY GOODS

No11emberl4
Sports CJ1,1b for DI.Jabltd Stu_dealJ IUid Cilium:

"We are looking to run," said
the second year mentor. "We will
go when other teams will go with

Please donate non·
perishable goods at;

~\JFM1tN,.,
~ WEST
,,

•l

TUESDAY

beat Memphis State at MemphiS will be a lot of pecple going out of
State last year. You can't take town for Thanksgiving, but I know
a lot will stay in town, too," he
Saturclay's
run-and-gun
in- anyone for granted."
tr,I!Squacl men's basketball game
Colson encouraged students to said. "We will play an exciting
will be typical of the Lobo offense attend . the games. "I know there game.''
this season, if head coach Gruy
Colson has his way.

Student Veterans Assoc.
& ATM Business Assoc.
are conducting their
annual food drive.

Ss';IEI

T'flis Week in Sports at UNM

Eric Maddy

Spve at least hall !he gas expenses and
onetgy. AOQISier now lor holiday long
distance travelmg 260·2670.

Xl

Tickets are available toclay in the Student Union Building for the
first three men's home basketball games of the year.
The Lobos play Midwestern University Friday, Nov. 27,
Missouri Baptist Saturday, Nov. 28. and East Texas State Dec. 1,
If students do not get tickets by Wednesday, they may pick them
up in the ticket office at University Arena Friday.
But remaining stuclent tickets will also go on sale to the general
public for $5 Friday morning.
All home games start at 7;35 p.m. in University Arena unless
otherwise announced.

Wheelchair basketball practice, 1·9 p.m., Ca,rliste

Do you need a lift?
Do you have the wheels?

xs,s,M,L

Student rfickets Available
In SUB for Lobo Game

centrate on the game," Fulllmer said.
Fullmer said this year's Lobo team is going to
Tim Fullmer, a rnember of the "new look" Lobo . "suprise" some teams and would do better than the
basketball team for 1981-82, describes himself as a
seventh place conference finish forcasted by WAC·
"down to earth and easy going" person who isn't
area sportswriters.
flashy but gets the job done.
Fullmer bases his optimism on the depth the Lobos
possess. "It's good to know that if you're tired and
The 6-6 swingman said he would rather "play
need a rest that there's somebody on the bench as gooq
consistent in all phases'' of the game rather than being
as you to take your place,'' he said.
a team star.
"My rnain responsibility is to play defense and pick
Fulbner said the Lobes have been working well as a
up the scoring slack when necessary," said the junior
team, and he expects "a balanced scoring attack with
from St. Georges, Utah.
no super, super player like Kenny Page" dominating
the
scoring.
In his first game in University Arena against the
Chinese National team, Fullmer was the game's high
"He's adjusted well after transferring," said head
scorer with 22 points, including 16 in the first half.
coach Gary Colson about Fullmer. "He has all the
tools for his position, ancl plays a real complete game.
Fullmer said that playing in front of the large crowd
We. all are very happy with him."
is a factor because "it gets you excited" and makes
him play harder, but he added that during the game he
In his first semester at UNM, Fulbner said he thinks
is unaware of the crowd.
that UNM has "a good system, good basketball-wise
"You can't stand there and think, 'Wow, there's
and academic-wise." 11. physical education major,
18,000 people watching me.' You've got to conFullmer said he hopes to go into coaching one day.

Steve McPeek

with 17 points, which is only two
points away from a perfect score
and is a NCM record,

!

I
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STUDENT BUYERS GUIDE

- Discount c~.::n~:r~h';:~~:; shopping,
eating and services.
by Delta Sigma Pi

The Lobos' Yvonne McKinnon drives against New Mexico State
Monday night, with Roadrunner April Lewallen (42) watching.
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Pitcher perfect

University Arena, but a !6·foot
jump shot with one second
remaining gave the Roadrunners a
60-59 victory.
UNM had taken a 6-5 lead just
two-and-one-half minutes into the
game on a Margie Brinkmann jump
shot, and stretched it to as much as
11 points early in the second half
until a Roadrunner press started to
eat away at the lead.
Yvonne McKinnon had hit two
free throws with 30 seconds left to
give the Lobes a 59-56 advantage,
but NMSU's Susan Kubala got an
offensive rebound on a stray shot
and scored to pull the 'Runners
within a point again.
Lori McConnell was fouled by
Barba Wciner, but missed the front
end of a one-and-one free throw,
and NMSU's Tana Fallon hit the
game-winner. Weiner stole the ball
six times, and converted most of
her steals into unassisted lay-ups as
she led the visitors with 18 points.
Sally Marquez led the Lobes with
12 points as UNM showed a
balanced scoring attack, but they
were out-rebounded by 13.
I.ODOS: ·Pat Hovorka 9 points. 6 rebound~, 1
nssisls; Sally Marqu~z \2, 2, J; neuy Moore 4, I, I;
Debbie: Leeper 0, 0, 1: Mufr keinert· 6, 8, ll Margie

ERLANGER
THE EXCEPTION

Udnkman 6, 4, 3: Sherry Moore 6, 3, I; _Lori
McConncll6, 11 1: SL111Y Anderson 0, 1, 0; Allison
Foote. o, 0, 0; ·y\lonr1C: MCkinnon 1:1, 9, t1 and 3
bloc:kcd shots.
NEW M~XICO STATE: Leaders Were Burba
Weiner 18 points·, l'iuin fallon IZ. poll]ts, and Colleen
Crowrtharf, 8 poirlh anti It rebounds.
TEAM TOTALS (NMSU i11 parenthesis): Fltld
CoAb 2~ or $9' ror 37 per ~eni (24 of ;o for l4 per
ce1U). f"ree throWs 15 of zo· tor 75 ptr 1!1!1'11 (12 o( 19
for '63 ~r cent)~ Rebot:nid~ 35 (48), F()U]s 11 (19).
As~l~b 16 (12). 'rurni:Jvcl'!l_ 19 (2S). Olo(ked Shob 4
(0). Scoi'tl4-JS = !9(22-JB = 60),

''When we get in a running game,
he'll ..have thl!"'thllrtt'e·to scote like · "
that," Colson said. "He is getting
good balance on his jumper."
One of the few weak spots
pointed up by Saturday's workout
is depth at the center position,
where 6- I 0 Mark Snow is the only
natural center, but Colson doesn't
appear worried. "We'll be all
right," he said. "We have good
players to fill in, even though we
drop a few inches." Colson said he
·Would probably use Jeff Reinert,
Larry Tarrance, and Alan Dolensky
as back-ups to Snow.

Women Cagers Beaten
By Last-Second Basket
The women's basketball team led
New Mexico State for almost the
entire game Monday night at

Professional Business Fraternity

Phil Smith scored 38 points to
lead the Red squad to a 119-93 win
over the White team Saturday
afternoon in the last tuneup before
the season starts.

Carvin Blocker, the 6-7 junior
forward from Rochester, N.Y., has
been fitted with a knee brace that
will be sent in from New York. "As
soon as it gets here, he'll start
working out with the team,"
Colson said.
The Lobo coach was also impressecl by sophomore Bill Harvey,
who led the White team with 20
points and had nine assists, high for
both teams. "He laid out one year,
and that usually hurts the timing,"
Colson said. "1 will probably use
him a lot, especially as a zone
breaker."

\
I
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UNM opens their season this
weekend against Midwestern
University on Friclay and Missouri
Baptist Saturday night. Miclwestem
is the team that defeated Western
New Mexico in the NAIA tournament finals last year in Kansas
City, and "is -a well-coached
team," Colson said. "They will
have seven games under their belt
before they play us and will be in
mid-season form.
1 don't know a ibt about
Missouri Baptist, but I heard they

Where can I go If I want information on veteran services?
Veteran Services Office, Mesa Vista
Hall2122, X 35!4.

Yessir, Taco Villa. We setve it mild. But you can add our spicy red sauce or hot, hot green
sauce and make it as wild as you want!

TACO VILLA
INTRAMURAL
ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK!

'.-.·
'

Ellen Lambert
Women's Badminton
Singles Champion
The Taco Villa athlete of the week Is selected by the
intramural Director and his staff, based on personal
qualities and athletic ability.
WINNERS WILL RECEIVE: ONE MILD OR WILD T·SHIRT,ONELOBO MASCOT DRINK CUP,
CHOICE OF FIESTA PAC OR DINNER PAC, A FREE BREAKFAST BURRITO CARD AND A RED
SAUCER OR GREEN SAUCER!

r-------------------------------THE SHAMELESS STUDENT BRIBE: I

1

!A •th
FREE medium drink
. . . .. h..· .
II WI

any pure ase.

!

I
Expires 12-1-811

·--------------------------------J
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Classified

Advertising
Marron Hall, Room 131
(Be•tcee11

1. Personals
AC'CliRA1'E INI'OIIMATION ABOUT con•
uaceplion, stcrili~alion, Abortion. Right to Choose.
294·0171.
tfn
PRF:GNANCY 'n:STING & COUNSELING. Phone
.247-9819.
tfn
I'ASSI'OR'f, IMMIGRATION, J.D. photos. 3 for
Sfo.OO!I Lowest prices in town! Fast, pleasing, short
walk front UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to 123
Wellesley S.E., between Girard and carlisle, corner
of Silver. Hours: 10·6 weekdays, Saturday9·5,
tfn
('lllNES~; BUFn:T. CHEAP All you can eat. Lunch
S3.45, \Upper $4.50, Sunday Brunch $3.00. Jao-Jao's
Place, 5000 Central Ave. S.E.
tfn
('ONTACTS·I'OI,ISifiNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washiltglon,
tfn
WE IIOT DISTIUilUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold
rimlm. $54.50 (regular S6S.00). Pay LOSS Opticians,
5007 Menaul N.E., acro1s from La Belles.
tfn
CARt: ABOlll' ART? Conceptions Southwest,
UNM'5 fine ails/literary p!lblication, can't exist
without your support. lluy 1981 issue $4 In Marron
Hall, Room 131, UNM Bookstore, Student
llookstore, ASA Gallery, Fine Arts Museum, Living
!latch. Back issues ttvnilnl>le Sl in Marron Hall,
tfn
RoomiJI.
WRI.TEIIS· CONO:PTIONS SOUTIIWEST Is now
accepting literary submlssioJIS for its spring 1982
issue. Dring poetry, fiction, non-fiction, plays, etc. to
Marron Hall, Room 131. All submi1sions must be
typed and have name, address, phone on each piece.
hnclose sclf·atldrcsscd stumped envelQpe if Y"u wish
to have your work returned. UNM students, faculty,
staff and alumni only. Deadline Dec. 4. No more than
five pieces per writer ple!15<•
tfn
WOMEN'S IIEALTII St:RVICE UNM. Student
Health ('enter Annual e~ams for PAPS, contra.cepti!:m, abortion counseling and other
&rnccological services. 277•) 136,
tfn
l'LA\' I>UPLICAT£ .BRIDGE Nonsmoking pairs
Sundays, teams Mondays, 7pm. Bob's 1420 Carlisle
NE, number 209. 266•9147 for pimners.
12/9
YOUIION'T II AVE to ski to go to Red River! Enjoy
this mountain Playground for only S4S.OO, Dec, 4-6.
Call277·2336.
12/3
TilE GOODLIVE CLINIC for Habit .Problems •
Eating • Weight • Drinking • Smoking. Psychonutmioll
Counseling.
Prevention/Health
lmpro<cmcnt PtQgtams. Individual and Group
Therapy. Dr. Goodlivc, PhD., Director, Dr. Nasby,
PhD.. Nutritionist. 110 Vassar S.E. Information:
256·1SSJ.
II/2S
COlLECTOIIS COMICS, SCI Fl, Mags over 2500
just arri\·ed. Half Price Books, Records, Magatlnes.
Newest bookstore in town, University at Central.
12/3
RE!'if.WAL DEADLINE • RESIDENCE Hall
Students are reminded to comp)ele and Submit their
Residence Hall Room and Board Renewal materials
by 4:00 p.m., Monday, November 30, i9Bl. Submit
Forms to: Housing CollectiQns and Reservations, 2nd
noor, La Posada.
11124
ROCK CREEK INVADEIIS. Maximum Rock·n·
Roll, 268·7934.
11/24
WILD WF.ST MUSICS third annual musical holiday
give away has begun. Come on down and r<gister and
enjoy n special pre-Christmas sale and .preview
Tuesday November 24th 6 p.m. ·midnight. Refresh·
ments! Great deals! T~ne to94 rock for details. ll/25

Biology aud]oumalism at Yale & BetlmuloJ

FROOO, GANOALF, TREEBEARO return to
UNM: English 206·004, J.R.R, Tolklen (Spring
1982). See English Department course brochure.
11/30
ONI.Y 51,99. TWO farm·frcsh eggs, two homemade
chemical free sausage patties, two slices 10 toast, free
green chili. Open 7 a.m. Morning Glory Cafe. Corner
of Girard, Central and Monte Vista 268·7040.
tfn
GIVING TIIANKS •·oR your love, Rainbow Place
Gifts and Recordings, SSS Wyoming N.E., well-lit
parking,
11/30
GA YOI.INA· ARE 'i'OU really in town? If so,
please, please call me or come by office. Your loving
co-conspirator,
11/30
CITY !lOOKS BUY sell, trade 139 Hllrvard SE 26S·
02851-loursMon·Satl0-6Sun I·S.
11/24
BOOKSTOR•: GIFT SIIOP Christmas cards, toys
and games, puppets and dolls, ribbons and bows all at
UNM Bookstore!
•
IV.IIS
CONCEPTIONS CIIRISTMAS OFFt:R Buy one
1981 Issue of Conceptions Southwest UNM'S Fine
Arts/literary publication featuring work by 34 UNM
artists and writers, get three ba~~ Issues for $2.00.
Total package price $6.00,
Ifn
GARFIELD AND OTIIER kitties. Calendars for
1982 atUNM Bookstore.
11/24
I.t.I'S GO PARTY, the TinselTown Mugger. 11/25

•• OUND: TEXAS INS'Q!UMENTS calculator,
Describe and claim at room 131, Marron Hall. HilS
··ouND IN POLl SCI class in Woodward Hall,
Room 145: Brown corduroy jacket. Claim at Marrom
Hall, room
ll/24
MAX WAHLQUIST, PICK up your student J.D. at
131 Marron Hall.
tfn
FOUND KEYS ON small flip-flop with little mi~ing
bowl. Claim Room 131 MarronHall.
tfn
ClAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
tfn
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. dkily,

m.

3. Services

Gl'ITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS and rentals,
Marc's Guitar Center~ .143 Harvard S.E. 265-3315.
tfn
TYPING • STUDENT/BUSINESS, Including
statlsticalllechnical.
Reasonable,
experienced,
competent, 296-6299.
11130
PROFESSIONAL TYPING B'!l English/MA adilor,
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available. 266·9550.
11124
A·l TYPIST, TERM papers, resumes, 299·8970,
11/30
QA TYPING SERVICE: a complete typing and
editorial system, Technical, general, legal, medical,
STUDENT VETERANS ASSOCIATION and ATM scholastic, charts and tables. 34S·212S,
tfn
Business Club is conducting Its annual Christmas IIOME TYPING SERVICE. Retired English
food drive, Ple!15e give non-perishable goods all professor. Spelling, grammar, confidentiality
Textbook CO-OP, Sub and Mechanical Engineering, guaranteed. 292•3431.
11/25
Donations accepted Mondaythru Friday.
1211 ·
TYPING, EDITING, GRAPHICS. Dependable
THE TEXTBOOK CO.OP willl open Novcmber23rd thesis, dissertation services, TypArt. Ginger, Carolyn
till December 18th. Office hours posted. Sale your 262·1 86S.
II 125
books f"r more al the CQ.OP. Located in Rm. 24-A
1211
Sub-basement.
12/1 EDITING SERVICES 892·5243.
NEED SUBLET DURING winter vacation Tcl277· TYPING/EDITING/nJtORJNG 277·6404; 2661/11
''89 after7:00 p.m.
12/1 4567.
TYPIST. IBM. EXPERIENCED. Juan TabDILomas
1111
STEVE N. I don't want to hear about you com· Area. 299. 13ss.
mining necrophilia at your new job. So behave I,
11124
1211 MA Til TUTORING %68-2890 evenings,
II ERE COMES THE Chickeni'I'he UNM Chicken Is TIRED OF CRAMMING for tests. Five week
coming soon to the New Mexico Union. Eat your Superlcarning course can solve your problems. Learn
heartoutSanDiegol Yummy!.
tfn cybernetics, self·hypnosis, and instant mrmory.
ICE CREAM CONES • •35 .60 .1S New Mexico improve reading skills, comprehension, and conUnion lee Cream Shoppe.
tfn centration. Class starting soon. Call Freedom Unlv.
at26S4286from 12:30.6:00,
li/24
HOT SOPA PILLA WITH honey .35 Salsa and chips
.15 Nachos 1.00 Cllsa Del Sol. New Mexico Union NEED CREDIT? VISA and Mastercard are now
Food Service.
tfn available to students! No credit, no minimum in·
come, no co-signers needed! New bank plan makes
RED AND GREEN Chill Enchiladas .89 Durritoes you eligible. Acceptance guaranteed or your money
1.00 Tostados .59 Casa Del Sol N.M.U.F.S.
tfn back! Send SS.OO for application to Cal-Concept,
DO YOU LIKE Posole? Only 1.15 a bowl at Casa Del 9454 Hickoek,Stockton, CA 95210.
11/24
SoiN.M.U.F.S.
tfn CHILDCARE IN MY home. Experienced. Ali Ages.
Personal, loving attention, FUIVpart·time services.
Phone 883-5037 arter4 p, m.
ll/24
WORD PROCESSING SPECIALIZED In thesis,
reports, equations. Revision capabilities. Extended
hours, TheWordShop.293.0838
12/4
KELLY PENCOCK: CLAIM your wallet at Marron PROFESSIONAL RESUMES 165.9()82,
12114
11125
Hall, Room 131.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING • REASONABLE exFOUND: MATH BOOK outside Biology in bushes, tensive secretarial experience, Business overflow
11/24 typing my speciality. lDM Selectric Ill. Call 299·
Claim in Marron Hall, room 131.
LOST: OLn, NAVY blue, wool blazer, Vicinity of 6256/2.99·2676.
1211
medical school. "Detty Rose" tag at neck. Please call,
Reward I! 898·2271 (leave message),
11/24
SUNGLASSES FOUND NOV, 13 at Journalism
llldg. Claim at ill Marron Hall.
11/24
JERRY t:. YOU left some personal papers in the
Lobo Office,
11/24 THE CITADEL-SUP.:RB location. near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minUtes. i bedroom

2. Lost & Found

4. Housing
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the store for MORE Diamond Val~e

think about it!
Tollden is Back!
English 206-004

T -TH 9:30a.m.
Spring 1982
"The best In•
sttudor (English
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have ever had.11
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1
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much
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IF you purchase
on a ~~TIME PLAN/' many
stores sell your account
to a finance company that
in turn will charge interest
of 1h% monthly. This cost of 18%
per year is in addition to your purchase price.

rvr. ('1'1•

joyed this t»u•.'p
- <fUdNil

evaluatlti11
"lt...v<"prob••bly
en loved this

c lrt!t!lo more ihan
any other llld\1~

taken at lJNM."
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"valuatiun

BUTTERFIELD offers Credit Terms
with NO INTEREST.•. NO SERVICE CHARGE
THE STORE lot DIAMONDS

6rdf!rJJelll .~~}.
i411 SAN PEOAO N~. oooositltho Broadw•viCoroowo

or .efficiency, from $205, All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recre"tloo
room, swimming poQI, TV room and laundry. Adult
couple~. po Pel~. 1520 University NE. 243·2494,
tfn
ENORMOUS, QUIET, TW().IIEDROOM furnished
townhouse apt., fireplace, 9 ft, closets, $3SO, utili!les
paid, no pets, children, 247-8724,
tfn
.HOUSE~ITTER: J ,\M looking for an apartment or
house .t 0 housesit during spring semester (or earlier).
Excellent references and enjoy gardening and yar·
dwork, Catherine, 242·7228.
tfn
FOR RENT: BHICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
NE, $185/mo,, all utilities paid, Fully furnished •
security IDcils and laundry facilities. Please call before
6:00 in the evening, .266·8392,
tfn
ONE.HALF BLOCK FROM campus, nice 2 BR
furnished apartment, 898·0921.
tfn
CH.-\PARRAL APARTMENTS· CLOSE to UNM
and TVJ. Large .1 bedroom, large kitchen includes
dishwasher, recreation room, laundry room, extra
storage, electronic security system, 521 Spruce S.E,
No children or pets, Utilities paid. 842·1864,
12/2
FOR RENT, FURNISHED, one-bedroom with
garage near university; $170; 266-7698; 2S6-9013.
11124
ONE.IIALF BLOCK FROM campus, nice 2 .BR
furnished apartment, 898-0921,
12/4
ALI, UTILITIES PAlO, Very attractive efficiency,
$190/mo. Near UNM and BCMC, no children, pets,
quiet neighborhood. 255·3265.
II/2S
HOUSEMATE: M/F MATURE non·smoker to
share comfortable home in SE heights: washer·dryer,
yard, own bath, $ISO 112 utilities. 266-0713,
11/25
3 BEDROOM, 2 Bath house. Laundry, air con·
ditloned, near tJNM, S32S, $100 deposit. 416 High
St. S.ll. 255·1469.
11/30
UNM, TVI I BR unfurnished apt. S165/mo plus
electricity. Call242-91 S8 or242-7Q81.
11130
VAIISITY HOUSE ONE bedroom furnished apt.
$230 includ.es utilities, twin or double beds, 268.052S.
12/14
HOUSEMATE: NONSMOKER. SPACIOUS, SJ3S
plus utilities, December. 292·1080.
11/30
MALE SEEKS MALE or female roommate. 3-bed, 2·
bath house with washer and dryer. $1~0/mo plus V.
bills, Chris, 294-5716.
11/30
FOR RENT: BEAUTIFUL 4 bedroom home, Large
recreation room, I 3/4 baths. Perfect for roomatesl
Previously rented by [acuitY and students. Just 15
minutes from UNM. Call Sunwest America 293-4800
After6:00 p.m. 2994574.
1211
RESPONSIBLE MALE OR Female rQommate to
share beautiful house near Med. Law Schools, Call
268·7126.
1212
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share two bedroom
apallment, $150.00 a month, all utilities paid, Call
243·1674 anytime, one block from U.N.M.
12/2
CAMPUS THREE BLOCKS·Two bedroom, garage,
S2SO plus deposit, 898·6248 or comeby.2417 Coal.
1212
AVAILABI.E NOW. UTILITIES paid, E.F.F. ·I &
2 .bedrooms, 10 percent off for U .N.M. students,
cable TV, 3 pools, Aspen Apartments, 881-3570,4501
Shepard Rd. NE.
2/9

COLLEGE STUDENTS, MEN, Housewiveo, Senior
Citizens: Pleasant telephone sales work. fc;n local
radio promotion. Clear speaking VQice essential. Up
to $6 per hour plus bonus, No experience necessary.
We trnin. Work from ?a.m .• 2 p.m. or 4 p.m.· 9
p.m .. Apply between 10 a.m •• 6 p.m., Mon ·Fri. M
120 Jackson NE (behind New Chinatown Restaurant
on Central).
12/14
LIGHT DELIVERY: 10 people needed for local
delivery, must haVe economical car, neat appearance,
know Albuquerque. Apply 120 Jack~on N.E, (behind
New Chinatown on Central) from 9:30a.m. • 5:30
~~

w~

FEMALE GRADUATE ASSISTANT; Applicants
being soughl for Residence Hall Graduate Assistant
in WQmen's Residence Hall for 1982 spring semester,
Earn single room, board, $244.00 per mo.nth and
recieve tuition waiver, Apply Associate Dean of
Students Office, La Posada Hall. Deadline November
30, 1981.
II /2S
AT1RACTIVE INDIVIDUALS . FOil part-time
holiday sales work. Choose your bours. Language
backgrot~nd. Own t.ransportation. 243·3585. Mark
Frobose.
11125.
TilE TEXTBOOK CO-OP can't give you a job but
we will sell your books for more cash. Come on in
and see us in room 24.a of the Sub basement. 11/27

7. Travel
RIDE AMTRAK. MAKE reservations on the
superliner for the holidays, Reserve now. 842-9650.
11/27
IF YOU WANT someone to "gel you on a slow boat
lo China" why not advertise in the Daily Lobo, tfn

8. Miscellaneous
SKIEIIS MOUNTAINEERS: WOOL pant$, heavy
weight. Genuine military unbellev~bly cheap Also,
used field jackets and parkas and flight jackels, from
$30.00. Kaufmans, a real Army-Navy store S04 Yale
SE2S6-0000,
11125
MAGAZINE WALL OF Fame, Collectors Lire's,
Look's. .1964 Beatlcs ·Nixon. Mans~n · The Duke·
Koufax • Man on Moon • LDJ's long ear dogs • 100' s
more. A Trip Thru Time, V. Price Books, UniversitY
at Central.
1213
BUY CLASS ring~, gold, silver, jewelry, evenings,
255-4838.
11/24

9. Las Noticias
CIULDRENS DOOKFAIR, SATUR))A'!I Dec, .5
from 12:00 to 4:00, the third annual friends or the
UNM Libraries bookfair: Juggler, puppets, ballons,
magic. Come on over and bring a kid.
12/4

. --------------,
I
I

MORETHANBAGS
Thanksgiving Sale

1976 FIAT 45,000 miles, Good condition, 51,400,
293·1396.
1.1/30
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich 'Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless. SS4.50 regular 56S.OO Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menaul N;E. across from La Belles.
tfn

6. Employment
TELEPIIONE SALES WORK: Pltasant telephone
~ales work for local.radlo promotitm. Clear speaking
voice essential. Up to S6 per hour plus bonus. No
experience necessary. We train. Work from9u.m.·2
p.m. or 4 p.m. • 9 p.m. Apply between 10 a.m. • 6
p.m., Mon • Frl, at 120 Jackson NE (beblnd New
Chinatown Restaurant on Central).
12/14
PART·TIMt: JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be
able to work Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21
yea!$ old. Apply In person, no phone calls, please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at $704 Lomas NE, SS 16
Menaul NE.
tfn
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)10:-i. ~·m 10·6SA'J' 9-5

. 101 Cornell SE

1 Upon
5 Greek letter

8 Bark doth
12 Hawaiian
wreaths
13 Crimson
14 Mortgage
15 Cloth mea-

4 Letter abbr.

5 Muscle
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I
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.. "~.J..~. • Spec. tal
,~r~•r:~
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I

Buy 1 slice
cheese pizza
atreg. price
&get 1 free
with purchase of
large soft drink

I
I

Y2 bl. South of Central

I
1
I

with coupon ooly
1z123 .11129
Whole Wheat, Neapolitan,
Sicilian

.

.

127 Harvard SE

,.,------------------

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

spasm
6 At this place
7 Cyprinold
fish

8 Thallium
symbol
9Beill

10Spotted
sandpiper
16 More unusual
11 One opposed
18 Permit
16 Batters
19 Man's nick·
17 Evaluate
name
20Sallors
20 Domes1icate
22 Negative pre21 Diphthong
fix
23 Scale note
25Gay
24 Hobo

sure

26 Sipper
28 CoUples

26Soakup

29 Female deer

28Stroke

30 Insect

29 Time period
31 SUtrmer: Fr.
33 Bushy ciiJfTll
34 Edonite
duke

32Woeword
33 Spigot
34 Dillseed
35Number
36 Plaything
37 Greek l!!land

38Walked on
40Wingllke
41 Tantalum

symbol
43 Starrc:> of
approval
44 Wolthoond

45 Pronoun

47 High card
49 Moray seeker
51 Preposition
52 ObJection
55 Faithful
56 Drunkard
57 Sins

DOWN
1 Appellation
of Athena

2 Gossip
3 Lubricate

27 Man's name

1
1

-------------r- ·-;-,~·
1
--···

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

I
I

45 Moroccan
36 Souvenir
37 Girl's name 46 Sea eagles
39 Arti!lclallah- 48 Big bird
50 Worm
guage
40 Wldeawake 51 Evergreen
53 Diphthong
41 Sour
42 Maple genus 54 Tellurium
symbol
4.4 Singing voice

